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1. Introduction 

The original meaning of coherence was attributed to the ability of light to exhibit 
interference phenomena. There are two types of coherence: temporal coherence and spatial 
coherence. Temporal coherence measures the ability of two relatively delayed beams to 
form interference fringe. Interference in a Michelson interferometer refers to temporal 
coherence. However, spatial coherence reflects the ability of a beam to interfere with a 
spatially shifted (but not delayed) version across the beam. Young’s double-slit experiment 
is an example which concerns spatial coherence.  
Since the first experimental realization of Young's double-slit interference, it has been 

known that the observation of interference-diffraction pattern of an object requires a 

spatially coherent source. The waves emitted from positions outside the coherent area 

possess independent irregular phases which may degrade the interference pattern. In the 

early days when coherent sources were unavailable, interference experiments were carried 

out with an extended thermal source restricted by a pinhole aperture, which can improve 

the spatial coherence. Holography is one of the most important applications of spatial 

interference. In the first holography experiment, Dennis Gabor stated that (Gabor, 1972) 

''The best compromise between coherence and intensity was offered by the high-pressure 

mercury lamp, which had a coherence length of only 0.1 millimeter, ... But in order to 

achieve spatial coherence, we had to illuminate, with one mercury line, a pinhole 3 microns 

in diameter. '' The pinhole eventually reduced the power of the source and thus impeded 

the potential application of optical interferometric techniques such as holography. This 

barrier was overcome with the invention of the laser, whose intense and coherent beam was 

ideal for performing interference. 
Coherent sources are obtainable within a certain range of optical frequencies. However, 
various holographic techniques have been developed using incoherent sources such as X-

rays, electrons, and  radiation. To improve the coherence one has to pay the cost of 
decreasing the intensity of the source, as already pointed out in relation to Gabor’s 
experiment. A challenging question would be whether coherence is absolutely necessary in 
holography, or can we bypass the coherence requirement? As a matter of fact, in the early 
days of holography, a technique using incoherent illumination was first proposed by Mertz 
and Young (Mertz & Young, 1963), and then extended by Lohmann (Lohmann, 1965), Stroke 
and Restrick (Stroke & Restrick, 1965), and Cochran (Cochran, 1966). The strategy is based 
on the fact that each point of a spatially incoherent object produces, through interference of 
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its wave fronts, a stationary interference pattern which uniquely encodes the position and 
intensity of the object point. However, the method has various weaknesses that significantly 
limit its application. The schemes proposed for incoherent holography can only record the 
intensity distribution of a fluorescent object. Moreover, each elementary fringe pattern is 
formed by two extremely tiny portions of the light, and the summation of many weak 
interference patterns results in a very large bias level in the hologram, much larger than that 
in coherent holography. Hence incoherent holography is appropriate only for objects with a 
low number of resolution elements (Goodman, 1996). 
In this chapter we introduce an incoherent interference mechanism which seems to 
contradict our existing knowledge of the interference requirements. Consider a holographic 
interferometer in which an object is placed in one arm; the object wave then interferes with 
the reference wave in the other arm, resulting in an interference pattern which records the 
object information. To obtain well-defined interference fringes in an ordinary balanced 
interferometer where both arms have the same path length, the optical field illuminating the 
interferometer must have spatial coherence, that is, its transverse coherence length must be 
large enough. We find that the requirement of spatial coherence is due to the particular 
geometry of the balanced interferometer. If the two fields to be interfered travel through 
different lengths or different diffraction configurations, then spatial coherence is no longer 
necessary for spatial interference. Thus we have proposed several unbalanced 
interferometers where the two beams travel different path lengths or have different 
diffraction configurations (Zhang et al., 2009a, 2009b). These interferometers are capable of 
exhibiting interference using either coherent or spatially incoherent light, but their 
interference fringes are different, signifying that they have different origins.  
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we first analyze why both temporal and 
spatial coherence conditions are necessary in an ordinary holographic interferometer. Then 
we propose an unbalanced holographic interferometer with different path lengths and 
demonstrate that it can exhibit interference using a light source with spatial incoherence. 
The setup is capable of performing holography. In Section 3 we further suggest several 
types of unbalanced interferometers which are able to realize incoherent interferometry. In 
particular, some of the schemes can reduce the requirement of temporal coherence and 
employ a true incoherent source such as a lamp with an extended illumination area. 
Moreover, we show that phase reversal diffraction can occur in the incoherent 
interferometer. Finally, a brief summary is given in Section 4.   

2. What is incoherent interferometry? 

We consider a holographic interferometer as shown in Fig. 1, in which an object field Eo岫x岻 
and a reference field E嘆岫x岻 are reflected from mirrors M1 and M2, respectively, to interfere at 
the recording plane RP. The intensity distribution of their superposed field is written as 

        I岫x岻 = 極|E誰岫x岻 + E嘆岫x岻|態玉 = 極|E誰岫x岻|態玉 + 極|E嘆岫x岻|態玉 + 岶極E嘆∗岫x岻E誰岫x岻玉 + c. c. 岼,          (1) 

where x is the transverse coordinate across the beam, and 極E嘆∗岫x岻E誰岫x岻玉 the interference term. 
In the interferometric scheme the two fields must come from the same source field E坦岫x岻. Let 
a transmitting object O with transmittance T岫x岻 be close to the source, so the two fields can 
be expressed as 

 E誰岫x, t岻 = 完T岫x怠岻h誰岫x, x怠岻E坦岫x怠, t怠岻dx怠,  (2a) 
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 E嘆岫x, t岻 = 完h嘆岫x, x態岻E坦岫x態, t態岻dx態,  (2b) 

where h誰岫x, x怠岻	and h嘆岫x, x態岻 are the impulse response functions for the object and reference 
paths, t怠 and t態 are the times taken for the source fields to propagate to the recording plane 
through the object and reference paths, respectively. x棚	岫j = な,に岻 is the transverse coordinate 

in the source field. Hence the interference term is obtained to be 

 極E嘆∗岫x, t岻E誰岫x, t岻玉 = 完T岫x怠岻h誰岫x, x怠岻h嘆∗岫x, x態岻極E坦∗岫x態, t態岻E坦岫x怠, t怠岻玉dx怠dx態.    (3) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. A holographic interferometer consisting of two beamsplitters, BS1 and BS2, and two 
mirrors, M1 and M2; S is a source and O an object; RP is the recording plane. 

The temporal coherence of the source field is characterized by the coherence time . If |t態 − t怠| is larger than , then 極E坦∗岫x態, t態岻E坦岫x怠, t怠岻玉 = ど and interference never occurs. 
However, spatial coherence requires that the beam has a well-defined wave-front, such as a 
field emitted from a point source or a laser beam. When the source field satisfies both 
temporal and spatial coherence, then 

 極E坦∗岫x態, t態岻E坦岫x怠, t怠岻玉 = E坦∗岫x態, t態岻E坦岫x怠, t怠岻.  (4) 

Thus coherent interferometry occurs in the form of 

 極E嘆∗岫x, t岻E誰岫x, t岻玉 = E嘆∗岫x, t岻E誰岫x, t岻,  (5) 

which contains the object information. This is what has been known before. 
We now consider the case when the source field satisfies temporal coherence (i.e. |t態 − t怠| <酵) but not spatial coherence. The first-order correlation function of the source field is written 
as 

 極E坦∗岫x態, t態岻E坦岫x怠, t怠岻玉 = I坦e辿宙δ岫x態 − x怠岻,  (6) 

where  is an arbitrary phase. For simplicity, the intensity distribution I坦 is assumed to be 
homogeneous. Equation (6) describes complete spatial incoherence. The wave-front of the 
beam fluctuates randomly and any two positions across the beam are statistically 
independent. Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (3), we obtain 

 極E嘆∗岫x岻E誰岫x岻玉 = I坦e辿宙 完T岫x待岻h誰岫x, x待岻h嘆∗岫x, x待岻dx待.  (7) 
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For a conventional balanced interferometer where the two optical paths have the same 
length, that is h誰岫x, x待岻 = h嘆岫x, x待岻, then h誰岫x, x待岻h嘆∗岫x, x待岻 is x-independent. In the paraxial 
approximation, for example, the impulse response function for a propagation length z is 
given by 

      H岫x, x待; z岻 = 謬 谷辿態窒炭 exp岫ikz岻exp 峙辿谷岫淡貸淡轍岻鉄態炭 峩   

               = 謬 谷辿態窒炭 exp岫ikz岻G岫x − x待, z岻,  (8a) 

 G岫x, z岻 ≡ exp 峙辿谷淡鉄態炭 峩,  (8b) 

where k is the wave number, so H岫x, x待; z岻H∗岫x, x待; z岻 = k/岫にπz岻 is x-independent. Therefore, 
the interference term (7) yields 

   極E嘆∗岫x岻E誰岫x岻玉 ∝ 完T岫x待岻dx待,  (9) 

and the object information has been washed out. We can also prove that, no matter where 
the object is placed within the object path, Eq. (9) still holds provided the two paths of the 
interferometer have the same length. Perhaps this consequence brought about the 
misunderstanding that spatial interference in holography needs not only temporal but also 
spatial coherence. The following experiment will show that the condition of spatial 
coherence is not necessary if the interferometric scheme is modified. 
In 2009 we proposed an incoherent interferometry setup as shown in Fig. 2 (Zhang et al., 
2009a). In this unbalanced interferometer the object and reference arms have different 
lengths, z誰 = なはcm and z嘆 =27cm, respectively. The spatially incoherent light source is 
formed by passing a He-Ne laser beam of wavelength 632.8nm through a rotating ground 
glass disk. The object in the experiment is a double slit T of slit width b = なにのμm and 
spacing d = ぬなどμm. The interference pattern can be recorded by either of two charge-
coupled device (CCD) cameras. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Experimental scheme for an unbalanced interferometer where the two arms have 
different lengths. A laser and a rotating ground glass disk G form a spatially incoherent 
source; M1 and M2 are mirrors, BS1 and BS2 are beamsplitters, CCD1 and CCD2 are detectors, 
and T is a double-slit close to BS1. 
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The laser beam has good temporal coherence which will not be affected by the scattering of 

the slowly rotating ground glass. The path difference between the two arms is much smaller 

than the longitudinal coherence length cτ, where c is the light speed in vacuum and τ is the 

coherence time of the laser beam. However, the motion of the ground glass disk destroys the 

spatial coherence of the laser beam. This source emits what is known as pseudo-thermal 

light and satisfies Eq. (6) approximately. In contrast, a true thermal light source cannot 

satisfy the condition of temporal coherence in this setup. 

The two-dimensional (2D) intensity patterns detected by CCD1 are shown in Fig. 3. When 

the ground glass disk is moved step by step, the interference patterns are irregular 

speckles frame by frame and each frame is different, as shown in the two single-shot 

frames of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). However, if we average over a number of exposures, as the 

number of frames increases, a well-defined interference pattern emerges gradually, as can 

be seen in Figs. 3(c)-3(g). 

The experimental results tell us that, unlike the stationary pattern in coherent 

interferometry, the interference pattern here is irregularly fluctuating in time and the well-

defined pattern can only be discerned after taking its statistical average. These striking 

features imply that incoherent interferometry originates from a different interference 

mechanism. 

We can explain the experiment using Eq. (7). The interference term in this incoherent 

interferometer can be calculated as 

  極E嘆∗岫x岻E誰岫x岻玉 = I坦e辿宙 完T岫x待岻H岫x, x待; z誰岻H∗岫x, x待; z嘆岻dx待   

      ∝ exp[ik岫z誰 − z嘆岻] 完 T岫x待岻G岫x − x待, z誰岻G∗岫x − x待, z嘆岻dx待  

      = exp[ik岫z誰 − z嘆岻] 完 T岫x待岻G岫x − x待, Z岻dx待,    (10) 

where function G defined by Eq. (8b) obeys 

 G岫x, z誰岻G∗岫x, z嘆岻 = G岫x, Z岻,  (11) 

when the effective diffraction length Z is defined by 

 
怠只 = 怠炭搭 − 怠炭梼.  (12) 

Equation (10) defines a kind of incoherent interferometry, which represents the Fresnel 

diffraction integral of an object under the paraxial condition, and is the same as for coherent 

diffraction but with an effective object distance Z replacing the real one, z誰. Note that Z is 

negative for z誰 > z嘆, designating a phase reversal diffraction. We will discuss this issue in 

Subsection 3.3.  

In the far-field limit, Eq. (10) presents the Fourier transform T風 of object T: 

 極E嘆∗岫x岻E誰岫x岻玉 ∝ exp[ik岫z誰 − z嘆岻] G岫x, Z岻T風 岾谷淡只 峇.  (13) 

For a double-slit of slit width b and spacing d, its Fourier transform reads 

 T風岫q岻 = 岾 態但√態窒峇 sinc岫qb/に岻 cos岫qd/に岻.  (14) 
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Fig. 3. Experimentally observed 2D interference patterns recorded by CCD1 in the scheme of 
Fig. 2. Figs. (a) and (b) are individual single frames; (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g) are averaged over 
10, 40, 400, 6400 and 10000 frames, respectively. The color-bar shows the relative intensity. 

Besides the interference term, however, the output intensity distribution of the 

interferometer includes also the intensities of both the object and reference waves [see Eq. 

(1)]. In incoherent interferometry, these two intensities are homogeneously distributed.   
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In contrast, for the same interferometer driven by coherent light, Eq. (5) yields 

 極E嘆∗岫x岻E誰岫x岻玉 ∝ exp[ik岫z誰 − z嘆岻] 完T岫x待岻G岫x − x待, z誰岻dx待  

      ≈ exp[ik岫z誰 − z嘆岻] G岫x, z誰岻T風 岾谷淡炭搭峇,  (15)
 

where the last step is valid in the far-field limit. However, the intensity distribution of the 
reference waves is homogeneous whereas the intensity of the object wave exhibits the 
diffraction pattern 

 極|E誰岫x岻|態玉 ∝ |完 T岫x待岻G岫x − x待, z誰岻dx待|態 ≈ 嵳T風 岾谷淡炭搭峇嵳態.  (16) 

In holography this pattern should be avoided by diminishing the intensity of the object 
wave.  
To demonstrate the above theoretical explanation, Fig. 4 shows one-dimensional (1D) 

intensity patterns recorded by the two CCD cameras, where (a) and (b) are the 

interference fringes observed by CCD1 and CCD2, respectively. The left part shows the 

results when the interferometer is illuminated by spatially incoherent light. In our 

experimental scheme the effective diffraction length is calculated to be Z = ぬひ.ぬcm. For a 

50/50 beamsplitter BS2, if one output field is [E嘆岫x岻 + E誰岫x岻]/√に, the other should be 

[E嘆岫x岻 − E誰岫x岻]/√に. We can see that the two interference patterns with a phase shift  are 

formed in the average of 10000 frames, which matches with the theoretical simulation of 

Eq. (13). Taking the difference and sum of the two output intensities gives, respectively, 

the net interference pattern and the intensity background, as shown in (c) and (d). As a 

matter of fact, the homogeneous intensity background verifies the spatial incoherence of 

the source. 

To further confirm whether the interference pattern is related to the spatial incoherence, we 

compare it with the result obtained in the same interferometer using coherent light. For this 

we simply remove the ground glass disk in Fig. 2. The experimental results and theoretical 

simulation are shown in the right part of Fig. 4, where (a) and (b) show the stationary 

intensity patterns registered by CCD1 and CCD2, respectively. In the coherent case, these 

patterns contain the interference term and the diffraction pattern of the object. Again, taking 

the difference and sum of (a) and (b), we obtain the net interference pattern in (c) and the 

diffraction pattern of the object in (d), respectively. These experimental results are very 

different from the left part for incoherent interferometry, and agree well with Eqs. (15) and 

(16) with a diffraction length of z誰 = なはcm for the coherent case.  

The above theoretical analysis and experimental demonstration tell us that, in an 

unbalanced interferometer, spatially incoherent light is capable of performing holographic 

interference in a similar way to that of coherent light. When an object is illuminated by 

incoherent light, the coherent information is lost in the object wave itself, but can be 

reproduced in an unbalanced interferometric scheme. Physically, the mechanisms of the two 

types of interferometry are quite different. In the incoherent case, the interference pattern 

fluctuates irregularly in time, and a well-defined pattern can only be formed in the statistical 

summation. Moreover, the diffraction pattern of an object is dependent on the effective 

diffraction length, which is associated with the travel distances of both the object and 

reference waves.  
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Fig. 4. Experimentally observed 1D interference patterns in the scheme of Fig. 2. Left and 

right parts are the patterns obtained using spatially incoherent and coherent light, 

respectively. (a) and (b) are the patterns registered by CCD1 and CCD2, respectively; (c) and 

(d) are their difference and summation, respectively. The patterns for the incoherent case are 

averaged over 10000 frames. Experimental data and theoretical simulation are given by 

open circles and solid lines, respectively. 

3. Various schemes for incoherent interferometry 

In the last section, we indicated that incoherent interferometry does not exist in a balanced 
interferometer and we proposed an unbalanced interferometer where its two arms have 
different lengths. Based on this attribute, in this section, we propose other unbalanced 
interferometers to perform incoherent interference. 

3.1 Scheme I 
As shown in Fig. 5, we modify the previous interferometer by inserting two lenses in the 
centre of the two arms (Zhang, July 2010). Since a lens can perform Fourier transformation 
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Fig. 5. Scheme I of incoherent interferometry, which is similar to the scheme of Fig. 2 but 
two lenses are inserted in the centre of the two arms. Both the input and output ports of the 
interferometer are located at the two focal planes of the lenses.  

of a field between its two focal planes, we position both the input and output ports of the 

interferometer at the two foci of the lenses. The impulse response function between the two 

focal planes for a lens of focal length f is given by 

 h岫x, x待岻 = F岫x, x待; f岻 ≡ 紐k/岫iにπf岻exp	岫iにkf岻exp	岫−ikxx待/f岻,  (17) 

where k is the wave number of the beam.  

Let object T岫x待岻 be close to the input port. In the incoherent regime, then Eq. (7) gives the 

interference term to be 

 極E嘆∗岫x岻E誰岫x岻玉 ∝ 完T岫x待岻F岫x, x待; f誰岻F∗岫x, x待; f嘆岻dx待  

 ∝ exp	[iにk岫f誰 − f嘆岻] 完 T岫x待岻exp	[−ikxx待/f]dx待  

 = exp[iにk岫f誰 − f嘆岻] T風[kx/f],  (18) 

where f誰	and f嘆 are the focal lengths of the lenses in the object arm and reference arm, 

respectively. The effective focal length f is defined as 

 
怠脱 = 怠脱搭 − 怠脱梼.  (19) 

In the experiment we take the two lenses to be of focal lengths f誰 = ば.のcm	and f嘆 = なにcm, 

and the double-slit as the object. The experimental results are plotted in Fig. 6. After 

eliminating the background, Fig. 6(c) shows the Fourier spatial spectrum of the double-slit. 

The theoretical curves are plotted by using Eqs. (18) and (19) with the effective focal length f = にどcm.  

If a coherent plane wave drives the same interferometer, the interference term is obtained as 

 極E嘆∗岫x岻E誰岫x岻玉 ∝ exp[iにk岫f誰 − f嘆岻] T風[kx/f誰]δ岫x岻,  (20) 

where Dirac Delta function δ岫x岻 comes from the focusing effect of the lens in the reference 

wave, and the Fourier transform of the object is governed by the focal length f誰 of the object 
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lens. However, this Fourier spectrum will not appear in the coherent interference term due 

to the modulation of Delta function.  

 

 

Fig. 6. Experimentally observed 1D interference patterns in Scheme I (Fig. 5). (a) and (b) are 

interference patterns (averaged over 10000 frames) registered by CCD1 and CCD2, 

respectively; (c) and (d) are their difference and summation, respectively. Experimental data 

and theoretical simulation are given by open circles and solid lines, respectively. 

3.2 Scheme II 
In the previous interferometric schemes, the two arms have different optical path lengths so 

they require the light source to have much better temporal coherence, which is possible only 

by using a laser beam. A quasi-monochromatic thermal light source with an extended area 

can be regarded as a spatially incoherent source with a short coherence time less than 0.1 

nsec. Therefore a true thermal light source fails in these schemes. From an application point 

of view, we must look for other schemes if we wish to employ a true thermal light source. 

For this purpose, the two arms of the interferometer must have equal optical path lengths 

but different diffraction configurations. We propose the following schemes for a true 

thermal light source.  

We first consider an interferometer in which the two arms have the same length, にf誰 (Zhang 

et al. 2009a). As shown in Fig. 7, a lens Lo of focal length f誰 = なひcm is set in the centre of the 

object arm, while in the other arm the beam travels freely to beamsplitter BS2. Hence the 

diffraction through the lens in the object arm has a different configuration from that for free 

propagation in the other arm.  

Let object T岫x岻 and the CCD cameras be placed at the two focal planes of lens Lo, which 

produces the Fourier transform of the object. In the coherent regime, the interference term 

given by Eq. (5) exhibits the Fourier spatial spectrum of the object T岫x岻 
 極E嘆∗岫x岻E誰岫x岻玉 ∝ T風岫kx/f誰岻.  (21) 
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Fig. 7. Scheme II of incoherent interferometry, where S is a light source. A lens Lo of focal 
length f誰 is set in the centre of the object arm, and both arms have the same length にf誰. 

However, in the incoherent regime, Eq. (7) gives the interference term to be 

 極E嘆∗岫x岻E誰岫x岻玉 ∝ 完T岫x待岻F岫x, x待; f誰岻H∗岫x, x待; にf誰岻dx待  

  ∝ 完T岫x待岻G∗岫x + x待, にf誰岻dx待  

 ≈ G∗岫x, にf誰岻T風 峙谷淡態脱搭峩,  (22) 

where the last step is valid in the far-field limit. The equation shows the Fresnel diffraction 
pattern of the object with a diffraction length にf誰, different from the f誰 in Eq. (21). 
With the above experimental scheme, we have used four types of sources. Figure 8 shows 

1D patterns using the same sources as in the scheme of Fig. 2; the left part corresponds to a 

He-Ne laser beam passing through a ground glass plate while the right part, the direct laser 

beam. We can see that the interference patterns in the left part are very similar to those in 

Fig. 4. As a matter of fact, these two incoherent interferometry schemes exhibit similar 

Fresnel diffraction with slightly different effective diffraction lengths, Z = ぬひ.ぬcm and にf誰 = ぬぱcm. When the ground glass plate is removed, coherent interference patterns are 

registered by CCD1 and CCD2, as shown in the right part of Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), respectively. 

They are the spatial Fourier spectra of the double-slit, consisting of two parts, T風岫kx/f誰岻 + c. c. 
and 弁T風岫kx/f誰岻弁態. The former and the latter can be extracted by the difference and sum of (a) 

and (b), as shown in the right part of Figs. 8(c) and 8(d), respectively. 

As the third source we use a Na lamp emitting true thermal light of wavelength 589.3 nm, 

with an illumination area of 10×10 mm2, to replace the previous source in Fig. 2. In this case, 

the interference pattern directly appears on the CCD screen and it is not necessary to 

perform statistical averaging, as shown in Fig. 9(b). This is due to the fact that the response 

time of the CCD camera is much longer than the time scale of the thermal light fluctuations, 

so that averaging has already taken place in a single exposure. For comparison, Fig. 9(a) 
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shows the 2D interference pattern corresponding to Fig. 8(a, left) for pseudo-thermal light. 

The two sets of fringes are similar, but have slightly different spacings, due to the different 

wavelengths of the two sources. Finally, we set a pinhole of diameter 0.36 mm after the lamp 

to dispel the spatial incoherence. With this point-like source, a different interference pattern, 

which has half the fringe spacing of that for the spatially incoherent source, appears on the 

CCD screen, as shown in Fig. 9(c). Consequently, the present scheme is favorable for 

realizing incoherent interferometry using a true incoherent source. 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 

Fig. 8. Experimentally observed 1D interference patterns in the scheme of Fig. 7. Left and 
right parts are the patterns using spatially incoherent and coherent light, respectively. (a) 
and (b) are interference patterns (averaged over 10000 frames) registered by CCD1 and 
CCD2, while (c) and (d) are their difference and summation, respectively. Experimental data 
are given by open circles and theoretical simulation by solid lines. 
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Fig. 9. Experimentally observed 2D interference patterns registered by CCD1 in the scheme 
of Fig. 7: (a) with the original pseudo-thermal light source in Fig. 2, averaged over 10000 
frames; (b) with a Na lamp of extended illumination area as the light source; (c) with a Na 
lamp followed by a pinhole as the light source. (Zhang et al., 2009a) 

3.3 Scheme III 
In this subsection we propose an interesting interferometric scheme which displays unusual 

behavior in incoherent interferometry. The setup is a simple modification of Fig. 2 whereby 

a transparent glass rod is inserted into one arm (Zhang et al. 2009b). The length of the rod is 

selected in such a way that the two arms of the interferometer have equal optical path 

lengths although their physical lengths are different. Thus the interferometer does not 

require the driving beam to have better temporal coherence.  

The rod can also upset the balanced diffraction between the two arms. When a wave travels 

over a distance z in a homogeneous material of refractive index n, the impulse response 

function is given by 

   h岫x, x待岻 = 謬 谷轍辿態窒岫炭/樽岻 exp	[ik待岫nz岻]exp 峙辿谷轍岫淡貸淡轍岻鉄態岫炭/樽岻 峩,  (23) 

where k待 is the wave number in vacuum. It should be noted that in the glass rod medium 

the optical path length nz is different from the diffraction length z/n. We rewrite Eq. (23) in 

the form of 

 H岫x, x待; nz, z/n岻 = 謬 谷轍辿態窒岫炭/樽岻 exp岫ik待nz岻G岫x − x待, z/n岻,  (24) 
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where nz and z/n are the optical path and diffraction lengths of the rod, respectively. 

In successive free propagation through two regions of optical path length z棚 and diffraction 

length z博棚 (j = な,に), we obtain the impulse response function of the combined diffraction to be 

       H岫x, x待; z怠 + z態, z博怠 + z博態岻 = 完H岫x, x嫗; z怠, z博怠岻H岫x′, x待; z態, z博態岻dx′.  (25) 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 10. Scheme III of incoherent interferometry, which is similar to the scheme of Fig. 2 but a 
glass rod is placed in one arm. The two ends of the rod are plane. (Zhang et al., 2009b) 

In general, for a series of cascaded media, the impulse response function H岫x, x怠; Z, Z博岻 
corresponds to an optical path length Z = n怠l怠 + n態l態 +⋯, and a diffraction length Z博 = 狸迭樽迭 +狸鉄樽鉄 +⋯. As an example, we calculate the impulse response function of the reference arm in 

the present interferometer. The physical length of the reference arm is z嘆 while the glass rod 
is of length l and refractive index n. We thus require the impulse response function H岫x, x待; Z, Z博岻 for an optical path length of Z = z嘆 − l + nl and diffraction length Z博 = z嘆 − l +l/n. 
In the other arm, object T岫x岻	is placed at the position which is at a distance z誰怠 from the 
source and z誰態 from either of the CCD cameras. The impulse response function is written as 

 h誰岫x, x待岻 = 完H岫x, x嫗; z誰態, z誰態岻T岫x′岻H岫x′, x待; z誰怠, z誰怠岻dx′.  (26) 

According to Eq. (7), the interference term can be calculated to be 

 極E嘆∗岫x岻E誰岫x岻玉 ∝ 完H∗岫x, x待; Z, Z博岻H岫x, x嫗; z誰態, z誰態岻T岫x嫗岻H岫x嫗, x待; z誰怠, z誰怠岻dx嫗dx待  

      = 完H岫x, x嫗; z誰怠 − Z, z誰怠 − Z博岻H岫x, x嫗; z誰態, z誰態岻T岫x嫗岻dx嫗  

     ∝ exp	[ik待岫z誰 − Z岻] 完 T岫x嫗岻G岫x − x嫗, Z奪脱脱岻dx嫗,  (27) 
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where the Gaussian function G has been defined by Eq. (8b), z誰 = z誰怠 + z誰態 is the length of 
the object arm, and the effective diffraction length Z奪脱脱 is defined by  

 
怠只刀唐唐 = 怠炭搭鉄 + 怠炭搭迭貸只拍.  (28) 

As a result, Eq. (27) represents Fresnel diffraction with the effective diffraction length Z奪脱脱. 
The equal-optical-path condition of the interferometer is thus  

 z誰 = Z = z嘆 + 岫n − な岻l.  (29) 

Under this condition, the effective diffraction length becomes 

 Z奪脱脱 = z誰態 峪な − 炭搭鉄狸岫樽貸迭投岻崋.  (30) 

As long as a certain length l of a medium with index n ≠ な satisfies Eq. (29), the 
interferometer is capable of realizing incoherent interferometry with a true incoherent light 
source. The effective diffraction length can be positive or negative, corresponding to normal 
or phase reversal diffraction, respectively.  

In particular, when an object is located at the position z誰態|辿鱈巽 = l岫n − 怠樽岻, the effective 

diffraction length is zero, i.e., Z奪脱脱 = ど. It turns out that G岫x − x嫗, Z奪脱脱 = ど岻 ∝ δ岫x − x嫗岻 in Eq. 

(27). This means that the wave-front of a beam can be exactly recovered in the propagation. 

In other words, the image of the object is reproduced with an equal size on the CCD screen. 

Equation (30) is rewritten as 

 Z奪脱脱 = z誰態 釆な − 炭搭鉄炭搭鉄|套悼塔挽.  (31) 

Moreover, the distance of the object from the source for imaging to be obtainable is given by  

 z誰怠|辿鱈巽 = z誰 − z誰態|辿鱈巽 = z嘆 − l + 狸樽 = Z博.  (32) 

Thus this distance can be evaluated from the diffraction length of the reference arm. 
In the experimental scheme of Fig. 10, the object and reference arms have lengths of z誰 = ねな.ぱ	cm and z嘆 = ぬぬ.ぱ	cm, respectively. When the length of the glass rod of refractive 

index n=1.5163 is l = なの.の	cm, the optical path of the reference arm is equal to that for the 

object arm, i.e. Z = z誰 = ねな.ぱ cm, although their physical lengths are different. Under this 

equal-optical-path condition, the two fields to be interfered at the detection plane come from 

the same wave-front of the source, hence we may use illumination from an incoherent 

thermal light source, such as the Na lamp mentioned above. Moreover, the diffraction 

length of the reference arm can be calculated to be Z博 = z嘆 − l + 狸樽 = にぱ.の	cm, so the imaging 

position in the object arm is z誰怠|辿鱈巽 = にぱ.の cm. 

Figures 11(a)-(e) show the interference patterns for the double-slit placed, respectively, at 

the positions z誰怠 = ぬな.ど, にぱ.の, にね.に, にど.ど, and など.は cm, corresponding to the effective 

diffraction lengths Z奪脱脱 = に.ど, ど, −の.ば, −なぬ.ひ, and −ねに.ど cm. The experiment has verified that 

the position for the object to be imaged [Fig. 11(b)] is at z誰怠 = にぱ.の cm, which is equal to the 

diffraction length of the reference arm Z博. The regions left and right of this position 

correspond to positive and negative diffraction behavior, respectively. However, for an 
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amplitude-modulated object, the same pattern is obtained for both positive and negative 

diffraction with equal magnitude of diffraction length. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Experimentally observed 2D interference patterns in the scheme of Fig. 10. [(a)-(e)]: 
the double slit is placed at the positions of z誰怠 = ぬな.ど, にぱ.の, にね.に, にど.ど, and など.は cm, 
respectively, where (b) is the image of the double slit (Zhang et al., 2009b). 

We have learned in Section 2 that the effective diffraction length in the interferometric 

scheme of Fig. 2 can be either positive or negative depending on whether the reference arm 

is longer or shorter than the object arm. We see again the two kinds of diffraction occurring 

in the present setup. In particular, this scheme may be realized with a null effective 

diffraction length Z奪脱脱 = ど, which implies that phase sensitive imaging may be accomplished 

without using a conventional lens. This effect cannot occur in the coherent regime. Figure 12 

compares the output patterns of the interferometer in the same configuration using spatially 

incoherent and coherent light, when the double-slit is placed at the position z誰怠 = にぱ.の cm. 

The images of the double-slit when the interferometer is illuminated by the extended Na 

lamp are shown in the left column. After we insert a pinhole in front of the lamp to improve 

the spatial coherence, as expected, instead of obtaining an image we observe interference 

fringes, as shown in the right column of Fig. 12. In this case, lensless imaging cannot occur 

no matter where the object is placed. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. Experimentally observed 2D patterns when a double-slit object is placed at the 
position z誰怠 = Z博 = にぱ.の cm. Left column: image patterns when the source is spatially 
incoherent; right column: fringe patterns when the source is spatially coherent (with a 
pinhole aperture in front of the source). Figure (a) was recorded by CCD1 and (b) by CCD2 
(Zhang et al., 2009b). 
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A negative diffraction length in wave propagation means phase-reversal diffraction of the 

wave-front. Recent research on electromagnetic metamaterials shows that negative 

refractive index materials may be engineered. When an electromagnetic wave travels in a 

negatively refracting medium, its wave-front undergoes phase-reversal diffraction (Pendry, 

2008), thus a slab of negative refraction material can play the same role as a curved lens to 

perform imaging. Interestingly, the two different physical systems, incoherent 

interferometry and negative refraction material, reveal some similarity in phase-reversal 

diffraction (Zhang et al., 2009b). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 13. Illustration of lensless imaging by two schemes. (a) Via successive diffraction 
through two media, where one is a negative refractive index medium. (b) Using an 
incoherent light interferometer; when the interferometer is opened out and the two arms are 
set along a line, the joint diffraction through them is comparable with that in (a) (Zhang et 
al., 2009b). 

Figure 13 explains the similarity of the two models. In Fig. 13(a), we consider the successive 

diffraction of an object through two media, a positive refraction medium of length l怠 and 

index n怠 > ど followed by a negative one of length l態 and index n態 < ど. Let T岫x待岻 describe a 
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transmittance object, illuminated by a plane wave E待, then the output field after diffraction 

is written as 

   E岫x岻 = E待 完T岫x待岻H岫x, x待; n怠l怠 + n態l態, l怠/n怠 + l態/n態岻dx待.  (33) 

When the net diffraction length in the successive propagation is null, i.e. l怠/n怠 + l態/n態 = ど, 

then H岫x, x待; n怠l怠 + n態l態, ど岻 = exp[ik待岫n怠l怠 + n態l態岻] δ岫x − x待岻 and we have 

   E岫x岻 = E待 exp[ik待岫n怠l怠 + n態l態岻] T岫x岻.  (34) 

Otherwise, Eq. (33) represents Fresnel diffraction with a diffraction length of l怠/n怠 + l態/n態 

 E岫x岻 ∝ E待exp	[ik待岫n怠l怠 + n態l態岻] 完 T岫x待岻G岫x − x待, l怠/n怠 + l態/n態岻dx待,  (35) 

which has the same form as Eq. (27) 
To better compare the two schemes, in Fig. 13(b), the interferometer is opened out and the 

two arms are set along a line. We can see that the joint diffraction through the two arms is 

comparable with the geometry in Fig. 13(a).  

Recently, various approaches for invisibility cloaking and transformation optics in 

complementary media with positive and negative refraction materials have been proposed, 

which can in theory accomplish exact optical cancellation between the object and its 

counterpart (Lai et al., 2009a, 2009b). In light of the similarity of time-reversal diffraction 

between incoherent interferometry and negatively refracting media, using the present 

scheme, we have conducted proof-of-principle experimental demonstrations of the 

theoretical proposals (Zhang et. al., 2010; Gan et al., 2011). The physical analogue between 

the two different systems may provide a convenient research platform. Moreover, a form of 

nonlocal imaging as well as interference effects that were previously regarded as the 

signature of two-photon entanglement or intensity correlation of thermal light can now be 

realized in incoherent interferometry, which is associated with the first-order field 

correlation (Gao et al., 2009; Gan et al. 2009).  

4. Conclusion 

Interference effects in incoherent interferometry show different physics from that in 

coherent interferometry. In the latter case, two interfering fields have well-defined spatial 

distributions, whereas in the former case, these fields fluctuate randomly in space and the 

interference pattern appears only in the statistical average. Furthermore, incoherent 

interference relies entirely on the first-order spatial correlation of the two fields, so the object 

information is contained in the joint diffraction of the two fields. For certain optical 

geometries, phase reversal diffraction can occur through the first-order spatial correlation of 

incoherent light, thus providing a method of wave-front recovery without using a lens, and 

also a means for optical transformation.  

Incoherent interferometry as a novel interference mechanism exhibits richer phenomena 

than the coherent type. Since it is not dependent on spatial coherence, the present method 

may find potential application in holography and other interference technologies, especially 

in those areas where a coherent source is unavailable. Incoherent holographic interferometry 

is fundamentally different from the previously known incoherent holography, while it can 

play the same role as coherent holography. 
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